


who
we 
A go-to team comprising young, dynamic and disciplined souls, who have willingly 
stepped out of our ordinary worlds to make a difference in yours.

Equipped with sharp minds, immense creativity, systematic execution and an incredible 
eye for detail, backed by passion and hard work, we stop at nothing short of perfection.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS

EXHIBITION STANDS
ART EXHIBITSCONTENT MARKETING

MALL ACTIVATIONS
DISRUPTIVE MARKETING
PRESS AND MEDIA CORPORATE EVENTS

LOYALTY CLUBS
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While we have serviced clients across a variety of marketing 
activities and events, we specialise in events conceptualiza-
tion, execution, guest hospitality management and brand 
activation. For most of our clients, we are a 
one-stop-shop for everything experiential marketing.

WHAt
weDO 

Conferences exhibitions Gala DinnersAnnual Days 

AWARDS Launches & Openings Sports and Fitness Events

Art and Culture Events Weddings Private Parties Cause Events

Academic Events Festivals POP Marketing

Brand Activation

Live Music



We meticulously plan your idea, and ensure it 
leaves an unforgettable impression in every 
mind. It's not just about the stage, lighting or 
sound, at Meld Events, we strive to provide a 
holistic service and solution - from start to finish.
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 ourcore Your beliefs are a magnet that create your reality 
 - Coach Bobbi

Respect  Humans
Care For  Animals

Protect  Earth
Believe  Children

Conserve  Energy

Inject  Positivity
Inspire  Life

Educate  Minds
Uplift  Causes

Create  Epics



Conferences

The Emirates Data Clearing House, a subsidiary of Etisalat, hosts a renowned 
biannual conference for key players in the mobile sector. The 2013 edition hosted 
over 600 delegates and included the main meeting called RoamFest Exhibition and 
Networking. Meld events was involved in the event management and execution as 
well as the staffing and guest hospitality program. 

Project Barg #81 – EDCH Global Conference
Client     Etisalat



AWARDS

IEDEA hosts one of the UAE’s most prestigious annual business awards 
ceremonies, attended by key business personalities from 
across the Asian business landscape. For two consecutive years, Meld Events has 
trained and provided a support team of interns, 
elite hosts and hostesses to the event, contributing in our way to the innovative, 
dynamic business realm of the region. 

Project Asian Business Leadership 
                  Forum and Awards
Client       IEDEA



Live Music

IgniteDXB has been conceptualised by the Meld team as a launch and exposure 
platform for young musicians from colleges and universities across the UAE. Meld 
offers an industry-supported network to these emerging musicians and creates a 
performance opportunity for them in the form of an annual live concert. In 2015, 
the gig took place at Dubai International Academic City, with Nescafé as Title 
Sponsors. 

Project Nescafé IgniteDXB 2015
Client     In-house event, Title Sponsored by Nescafé



Brand Activation

Citibank engaged shoppers in a Valentine’s Day promotion at the Ibn Battuta 
Shopping Mall in Dubai. Passers-by that engaged with the kiosk walked away with 
instant photographs taken in the love-frame at the kiosk and a Valentine gift box 
from Citibank. Meld Events conceptualised the engagement activity, executed the 
design, set-up and the activation. 

Project Valentine’s Day Promotion
Client     Citibank



Conferences

Meld Events is a ‘Friend of TiE’ and is on the organising committee for TiECon Dubai 
– one of the largest and most impactful entrepreneurial conventions in the region. 
Our role spanned on-site VIP management, hospitality, F&B Management, 
audiovisuals, entertainment, branding and design, event set-up, logistics and more. 
The 2014 event took place at Grand Hyatt, Dubai and the 2015 edition at the 
InterContinental, Dubai Festival City. 

Project TieCon 2014 and 2015
Client       Tie Dubai (Silicon Valley-originated 
                   Entrepreneurship Committee)



Brand Activation

Across 12 Carrefour outlets, Meld Events worked with Tawseel in a nation-wide 
campaign to boost newspaper subscriptions for Arabic newspapers Al Bayan and 
Emarat Al Youm. As the handling agency, we built the promotional kiosks, stations 
bi-lingual promoters across all the promotion stations and organised subscription 
counts at the end of each day, across all 7 emirates. 

Project Subscription Boost Program 
                   Al Bayan and Emarat Al Youm Newspapers
Client     Tawseel



Brand Activation

Meld Events organised promotion stands and promoters at two high-traffic Union 
Cooperative outlets, Al Barsha Mall and Etihad Mall, in order to boost sales of the 
brand’s own-label products. 

Project Product Promotion Booths
Client       Union Cooperative



Festivals

Meld Events planned and coordinated the LG troop at the 42nd National Day 
Parade. The event was a colourful, exciting branding challenge that required the 
design and production of visually appealing elements, a well-coordinated set of 
promoters and seamless integration of the brand into the parade. 

Project LG at the 42nd National Day Parade
Client     LG



Brand Activation

The LG Pocket Photo Roadshow was a product awareness activation that took 
place at several malls across the UAE including Dubai Mall. The activation was a 
crowd pleaser – promoters had handheld LG phones and Pocket Photo Printers to 
provide shoppers with on-the-spot prints, framed and given away to them. Meld 
Events conceptualised, developed and executed the activation from start to finish. 

Project LG Pocket Photo Roadshow
Client     lG



Annual Days 

Meld Events conceptualised and organised a full day of team-building activities for 
the Centena Group’s employees and their families at the Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi. The 
event featured group and individual games, bouncy castles and entertainment 
zones for the kids, tug-of-war and other interactive activities. 

Project Centena Group Staff Corporate 
                   Team Building Annual Day
Client       Centena Group



Meld Events worked with the Informa Life Sciences Exhibitions department to 
assist with hospitality and guest management services for the Arab Health 2015 
Exhibition and Congress. Our focus was to manage Informa’s publications. 

exhibitions

Project Arab Health Promoters 
                   and Hostesses 
Client     Informa Exhibitions
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     We’re cost effective.
Our overheads are relatively 
small. We drink instant 
coffee and still have a kettle 
in the office. So our cost to 
you won’t have to cover that 
fancy new  digital butler 
machine. 

    We’re innovative and 
hands-on. We work with 
humble resources, give every 
job our all and more. We thrive 
on a collaborative, creative 
work culture. You’ll see the 
difference. 

                      We’re Flat,fast 

&Flexible. Decisions are 
quick,changes are understood 
and the bosses are deeply 
involved. Nobody rests until 
we’ve  achieved our target - 
individually, and as a team. 

                 We’re driven & 

ambitious. Everyone on the 
team works either towards 
doing big, great things, or 
towards doing small things in 
great ways. This translates to 
a job well done - every single 
time.

    We really value you. 
We’re building relationships - 
we value every client and 
every job - big or small.  We 
make the time and take the 
effort to make sure you enjoy 
working with us, and you 
come back!

         We’re in it for love. 
Our team is carefully 
constructed. Everyone loves 
what they do and everyone’s 
got the entrepreneurship 
in-built. We’re on a mission to 
spread  that love for success 
everywhere we go! 
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Get in touch! Passion projects to mundane marketing 
tasks - we’ll take on any chance to help!

And we’re always up for a cuppa and a chat to figure out 
exactly how.

The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion
that it has taken place
-George Bernard Shaw

+971 4 259 4440

+971 50 3643588

meldlovesevents

meld events

mail@meldevents.com
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